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NEW QUESTION: 1
After implementing Static Address Translation to allow Internet
traffic to an internal Web Server on your DMZ, you notice that
any NATed connections to that machine are being dropped by
anti-spoofing protections. Which of the following is the MOST
LIKELY cause?
A. The Global Properties setting Translate destination on
client side is checked. But the topology on the external
interface is set to External. Change topology to Others +.
B. The Global Properties setting Translate destination on
client side is unchecked. But the topology on the external
interface is set to Others +. Change topology to External.
C. The Global Properties setting Translate destination on
client side is unchecked. But the topology on the DMZ interface
is set to Internal - Network defined by IP and Mask. Check the

Global Properties setting Translate destination on client side.
D. The Global Properties setting Translate destination on
client side is checked. But the topology on the DMZ interface
is set to Internal - Network defined by IP and Mask. Uncheck
the Global Properties setting Translate destination on client
side.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A queue-sharing group on z/OS consists of three queue managers:
QM1, QM2, and QM3. After an unexpected failure, QM2 cannot be
restarted. A system administrator needs to find out if there
are any indoubt threads that need to be recovered manually.
What command should the system administrator run on QM1 to see
the indoubtthreads.
A. DISPLAY THREAD (*) TYPE (INDOUBT) QMNAME(QM2)
B. DISPLAY INDOUBT(*)
C. DISPLAY CONN(*) WHERE (UOWSTATE EQ UNRESOLVED)
D. DISPLAY THREAD (*) TYPE (INDOUBT) ALL
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is deploying a production portal application on AWS.
The database tier has structured data. The company requires a
solution that is easily manageable and highly availability.
How can these requirements be met?
A. Use Amazon RDS with a multiple Availability Zone option
B. Use Amazon DynamoDB
C. Deploy the database on multiple Amazon EC2 instances backed
by Amazon EBS across multiple Availability Zones
D. Use RDS with a single Availability Zone option and schedule
periodic database snapshots
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
To clean up old records that are in a Flashback Data Archive
and are past the retention period, what must the DBA do?
A. Nothing; expired rows are moved to an archive table.
B. Nothing; expired rows are automatically removed.
C. Delete entries from the archive where the metadata date
retained is greater than the retention period.
D. DROP the Flashback Data Archive.
E. TRUNCATE the archive table.
Answer: B
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